How should we understand the relationship between music and body movement? The common view is that a listener's body movement is a reaction to, an effect of, perceiving music. I don't doubt that this is, in part, correct. I claim in Groove, however, that moving our bodies is often something that we do in order to grasp certain rhythmic qualities; our movement is an integral part of a perceptual skill for grasping qualities such as a groove. We know that the perception of music is not passive; I view bodily movement as a component of one's active perception of music. To develop this, I draw upon the phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty's account of embodied perception, emphasizing his notion of motor intentionality. Before we get to this, though, let's take a few steps back.
How should we understand the relationship between music and body movement? The common view is that a listener's body movement is a reaction to, an effect of, perceiving music. I don't doubt that this is, in part, correct. I claim in Groove, however, that moving our bodies is often something that we do in order to grasp certain rhythmic qualities; our movement is an integral part of a perceptual skill for grasping qualities such as a groove. We know that the perception of music is not passive; I view bodily movement as a component of one's active perception of music. To develop this, I draw upon the phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty's account of embodied perception, emphasizing his notion of motor intentionality. Before we get to this, though, let's take a few steps back.
What is a Groove? Consider rock, jazz, or hip-hop musicians. From night to night-or from take to take while recording-musicians talk about what has worked and what hasn't. Some short-comings and adjustments are straightforward; others are more complex. A case of the latter: What can be done when a song drags or seems lifeless? In some cases, this might be remedied by increasing the tempo, or by inviting the drummer to change the rhythmic pattern. But in other cases, the problem is not the tempo or the rhythmic pattern but the way the rhythm "feels." For example, the rhythm may not "lean" far
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Without changing the tempo, and without changing the rhythmic pattern, a drummer can make a rhythm feel different-she can make it feel as though it leans forward or backward, pushes, pulls, and so on. A drummer does this primarily by striking certain repeating notes ever so slightly early or late (not early or late enough to alter the note-value; an eighth note remains an eighth note, for example). Other subtleties also play a role, such as accent and dynamics. All musicians, including vocalists, can generate and contribute to grooves through similarly nuanced performance techniques. A groove functions as a kind of rhythmic glue that holds together a recording or performance, a central element around which musicians coalesce.
Examples of grooves. Consider a swing rhythm, which is the most common rhythmic pattern in jazz and also occurs in many other genres. Jazz drummers often make swing rhythms feel as though they lean backward to one degree or another. Others, such as rockabilly drummers, tend to make swing rhythms lean forward. For an example of a backward-leaning swing, listen to the drummer Sonny Payne on the 1966 live recording of "Fly Me to the Moon (in Other Words)" (Frank Sinatra and Count Basie, Sinatra at the Sands. Warner Bros, 1998).
On this recording, you'll hear the Count Basie band, which serves as a paradigmatic example of the way in which musicians other than drummers can contribute to grooves. The Basie horns often play behind the beat to make the music seem to lean even farther backward. Vocalists can also contribute to grooves. The way in which Frank Sinatra was able to climb inside a band's groove, so to speak, in order to create additional tension by means of his timing adjustments, is one reason he was respected by musicians (this recording of "Fly Me to the Moon" is a prime example).
The phenomenon of groove is far from dinosauric. It has become even more prevalent in contemporary popular music. Listen to the extreme pulling brought on by the late, electronic hi-hat on St. Vincent's "The Strangers" (St. Vincent, The Actor. 4AD, 2009). Hip-hop vocalists such as Cee-Lo Green-like Sinatra but to an even greater extent-tend to pull rhythms backward. (Listen to Gnarls Barkley, "Crazy," St.
Elsewhere. Atlantic, 2006 .) The extreme rhythmic pulling and pushing for example, listen to Redman's introductory verse in Missy Elliot's "Dog in Heat" (Missy Elliot, Miss E...So Addictive. Elektra, 2001) . For an astounding example of the way in which contemporary musicians and producers stretch the traditional groove boundaries, listen to Brandy, "What about Us?" (Brandy, Full Moon. Urban Atlantic, 2004) .
What brought me to this topic? There is probably an interesting comparison to make between the way in which stand-up comics feel the need to hone material in front of live audiences and the way in grooves for their songs by trying them out, live. When a song sounds the audience.
For a number of years, I had the odd experience of playing with exactly the same musicians in two very different bands. We often found ourselves in front of very different kinds of audiences on consecutive nights. We had a few tunes up our sleeve that we could get away with playing for both audiences, but the difference in audience-reception was enormous. A song that would be a guaranteed crowd-pleaser for one audience could leave the other audience utterly cold. Setting aside such an extreme example, there are many situations in which musicians notice variability in audience reception, even between two audiences that are nearly identical in musical taste and acumen.
Such experiences emphasized to me that the perception of music is far from a straightforward perceptual task. Experiencing the feel of a rhythm is not a simple effect of perceiving the music. Perceiving a groove is quite unlike perceiving a lime green sweater (say), which must a listener do to experience a backward-leaning groove? or a pushing groove? I maintain that there are two aspects to the phenomenon of groove-the music and the feel. I argue that the phenomenon of groove cannot be adequately elucidated by examining only the music. I argue, in fact, that the feel is the dominant aspect of the phenomenon of groove. Why think this? Diana Raffman claims that musical nuances are ineffable, in the sense that although we can detect pitch and timing nuances, we cannot conceptualize them-we cannot remember and re-identify them. (Diana Raffman, Language, Music, and Mind. MIT Press, 1993 .) (One I don't have a beef with that particular claim. But musicians do, indeed, manage to talk about grooves, evaluate them, tweak them, and so on. Musicians don't throw up their hands due to the specter of ineffability, so how do they carry on?
During my time as a musician, I found that musicians did not ultimately Musicians will, to be sure, say to a drummer, "Can you play that note just a bit earlier?" But such instructions are ways of discussing groove, ultimately she is focused on the feel: "This doesn't push hard description (in Wittgenstein's sense), and comparisons.
Consider the situation of an individual musician generating or participating in a groove. While he is conscious of the fact that he can play certain notes earlier, and so on, the ultimate perceptual datum feel-not a precise perception of exactly how late he has placed this or that note. Why this focus on the feel? Simply put, creating the feel is the very purpose of performing the timing nuances. While a groove consists of two aspects, considerations such as these suggest that the dominant aspect of groove is the feel.
once we shift our attention to the perceiver, we encounter the common phenomenon of one perceiver grasping a groove in music in which another does not. In the book, I argue that information about nuance detail, and music-theoretic knowledge, often does not help a listener to grasp a groove. But there is, of course, something that a perceiver conversant in the grooves of a particular genre brings to the table, something which a listener who is not conversant does not. The perceiver of grooves, that is, has some facility that enables her to the book is to elucidate this general facility for groove.
I argue that the relevant facility for a genre's grooves is not merely a matter accumulated listening experience or propositional knowledge; the facility involves knowing how to listen, and this involves the body. Grooves only emerge between the music and a listener when unlocked by a certain kind of embodied, perceptual engagement. It is a common view that the phenomenon of groove has something centrally to do with the body. Note the bodily metaphors used to describe grooves (leaning, pushing, etc. With respect to "visceral responses" in general, Stephen Davies has claimed that they are more prevalent than we realize, regarding all kinds of music: "Music's regularities and its cross-patterns are echoed kinesthetically by both the performer and the listener, who twitch, bodily to the music. Music moves us, quite literally, and often we are unaware of the small motions we make in response to it" (Stephen Davies, "Rock Versus Classical Music," Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 57, no. 2 [1999]: 197) . As I mentioned, I do not interpret this ubiquitous movement as only a matter of music moving us. My view is that we often move our bodies in order to grasp certain rhythmic qualities.
Now back to where we began. Merleau-Ponty maintains that, at its root, perception rests not on an awareness of mental representations but on our basic bodily engagement with things-our bodily capacities, dispositions, skills, and so on. Consider a skill like typing. The a key is before pressing it). Such movements are, however, intentional in the phenomenologist's sense that they are directed toward their objects. In these cases, it is our bodies not our thoughts that are directed toward things. In a nutshell, this is motor intentionality. "My body has its world, or understands its world without having to go through 'representations'" (Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception. Translated by Donald A. Landes. Routledge, 2012 Routledge, [1945 , 141).
The understanding a typist has of his keyboard is not of the conceptual, propositional variety; it is practical, and it is activated only in the importance of grasping-by means of your body movementsthe shifting rhythms of sex. If you try to think your way into these rhythms, you're not doing it right.
Though a listener is not producing something (she is not performing a groove), I claim that a listener grasps a musical groove-not by listening and thinking alone-but by means of bodily movement.
(The full story, as it unfolds in the book, involves a consideration of perceptual attention, perceptual indeterminacy, etc.) What kinds of movements do I have in mind? -foot-tapping to the pulse, headPicture the differences between a metal fan's head-banging and the What about the feel of a groove? I argue that the feel is not a mere perceptual quality that emerges from perceiving the sounds of the music. In order to give some sense of what I have in mind here, I have to say a bit more about motor intentionality. Merleau-Ponty holds that we feel the rightness and wrongness of perceptual orientations -ing closer or farther away from a painting in order to achieve the optimal perceptual distance. Merleau-Ponty claims that when we are right distance, we feel a bodily equilibrium. This is a kind of spatial perceptual exploration through bodily movement.
The body movement that seeks to "get" a groove is a temporal exploration, and it is more exploratory than most because it is a repeated, rhythmic movement. With our bodies, we explore the music by engaging in certain movements that open up the possibility of experiencing a groove's feel. Understanding a groove means to hear a performance's rhythm and early timing nuances as pushes, its late notes as pulls together, qualitatively.
Grasping a groove is quite unlike other examples of motor-intentionality, such as typing, in that, regarding such practical actions, our attention is focused on the task at hand, so the guiding motorintentional feelings reside in the background. In contrast to this, grasping a groove places on a pedestal the affective dimension of motor intentionality. This is unsurprising insofar as we are dealing with an aesthetic experience, which means (at least) that the qualities of the experience are worthy of attention in themselves.
The feel of a groove just is the affective dimension of the relevant motor-intentional movements. The slightly late notes are not heard as simply off-time; they are experienced, felt, as pulling against a bodily emphasized norm, established by moving to the music's pulse. Grasping a groove by moving to the music's pulse, and the bodily feel that informs this motor-intentional activity, are two sides of a coin: to get a groove just is to comprehend it bodily and to feel that comprehension.
ASA Wi-Phi Consultant
The American Society for Aesthetics seeks applications to be the ASA-wi-phi consultant to develop aesthetics content for the new site, <http://www.wi-phi.com/>. It will be the responsibility of the consultant to contact the site managers, develop appropriate content, and succeed in its being posted. Draft content will be reviewed by a subcommittee appointed by the ASA President before posting.
Applicants must be members of the American Society for Aesthetics. The application should consist of a current CV and a brief statement -velop the content, including, if available, links to examples of the applicant's work. The consultant will be paid $500 once the content is posted and is expected to maintain it for one calendar year following posting. The ASA will then evaluate the project to determine its continuation. provide needed services, such as printing of this newsletter and tax -tions, it has not been necessary to relocate all of these functions from St. #644, Denver, CO 80202-1602.
National Meetings
The National Meeting for 2015 will be 11-14 November in Savannah, Georgia. It is a gorgeous, historic city and I hope many ASA members will attend. The program chair, Andrew Kania, reports a record number of paper submissions for the program, which we expect to announce in August. The Feminist Caucus, chaired by Peg Brand, has organized a series of workshops for Saturday, 14 November to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Caucus.
One of my priorities in recent months has been securing hotel commitments for the National Meetings for several years. When the economy was in serious recession, hotels were eager for our business. Now that the economy is in a strong recovery in most of the country, they have less incentive to bargain with us for economical sleeping rooms, Learned Societies (ACLS) typically book national meetings three to I learned a lot from our survey of members last fall on preferred scheduling options and locations and have taken that into account. third of you do not have access to any travel funds to attend meetings, and I have taken costs into account in looking at meeting sites. I always talk with hotels about the availability of double rooms with two beds for those who need to share to cut costs. I look at ground travel from the airport and the availability of reasonably priced food options in the adjacent neighborhood. In some cities, such as Toronto, Amtrak service will be an economical alternative for transportation to the meeting.
At the urging of many members, I have contacted associations with shared interests in the arts to see if we might coordinate our meetings, but have been unable to arrange this so far. We have sought bids from several cities of interest to members, but costs are prohibitive (e.g., Chicago, San Francisco, Boston). If any members are interested in hosting a future meeting, please get in touch with me and we'll see what we can do. 
New Technologies and Social Media
I have been working with the Board of Trustees and an ad hoc committee on Social Media to explore adding new capabilities to our communications and dissemination. We are working with a web technology company to move to a new web site and hope to be go "live" in August of this year. It is the same company that supports the American Philosophical Association's new web site and will give us many more options for members and non-members alike. Members will be able to look up their own membership status and see whether they are paid up on dues, e.g. We also will be able to collect anonymous demographic data from members and get a better sense of the state of the profession. Later this year, we will be giving members twelve months of on-line access to the new edition of the Oxford Encyclopedia of Aesthetics, available only to members on the new web site.
I want to thank Dom Lopes, our immediate past-president, for his pioneering work in the mid-1990s to give ASA its current web site.
it has been a prominent feature of our services to the profession. But after almost two decades as web editor, he would like to pass the baton to a new web , and we are in the process of recruiting for this very important position.
We established a new Twitter account for announcing deadlines and other information about the ASA. Please follow us: @ASA_aesthetics. We decided not to forward Tweets from other associations; if you want to follow them, you can, so we won't clutter up your Twitter feed with duplicates you are already receiving.
We have ruled out, for the time being, establishing a YouTube or Instagram account, but are open to adding those in the future. We would like to add still photos from our various events to the new web site, and welcome submissions from members for that use.
We have wondered what to do with the physical archives of the early days of the Association, including programs of meetings and minutes of the Board. Although we have not yet convinced a library to take these, we are in conversations with the Philosophy Documentation Center to convert this material into a searchable on-line archive, which would be available only to members on the new ASA site. Although we understand that most members are probably not interested, we would be well-served by this archive. E.g., the Feminist Caucus would like to search old records concerning the participation of women in the ASA. For those interested in specialized topics, such as dance or opera, it will be possible to search presentations at national meetings to see when these topics were addressed and which scholars were doing pioneering work on them. We will continue to search for a suitable library archive (and welcome your suggestions), but the on-line searchable archive will have the distinct advantage of being available to everyone with access to the Internet worldwide. We also will try to add a searchable archive of the regional meetings, to the extent we can obtain copies of the programs. Don Crawford has a nearly of programs from Eastern and Rocky Mountain, please get in touch.
Grants
The ASA is fortunate to have an endowment and we are committed to using the revenue to support grants of various kinds that will promote the ASA and aesthetics. We have several important priorities we are trying to support with these grants and welcome your ideas for future projects.
Promoting Aesthetics within the Academy
We are alarmed that after the retirement or death of prominent aestheticians in recent years, departments are not always choosing to replace them with specialists in aesthetics. We aim to demonstrate the continued importance of hiring aestheticians and offering aesthetics courses.
For example, we are co-sponsoring with philosophers of art from Australia a two-continent conference on "Art and Imagination: the role of metaphors, tropes and images in shaping experience and guiding action." The project received major funding from the Australian second will be held over several days in July 2017, during the annual conference of the Australian Association of Philosophy. ASA funds, up to $7,000 overall, will support video streaming of the Australian will support travel grants to both conferences for ASA members whose papers are selected for presentation by the program committee. (The Call for Papers will be issued later this spring.) We look forward to demonstrating the important role of aesthetics to a broad range of philosophers at these conferences.
We also are supporting graduate students in aesthetics. In the past, we have funded a one-day graduate student conference in conjunction with the ASA Eastern meeting in Philadelphia and we hope for a Dissertation Fellowship. It was ferociously competitive, with ten applications. For students with papers accepted for the national meeting, we continue to provide travel grants.
Promoting Diversity within the Profession
We are especially proud of recent funding of two important summer programs for undergraduate philosophy students. For the twoweek San Diego Summer Program for Women in Philosophy, at the University of California, San Diego, we are funding one of the two faculty members. Twelve ASA members applied for this opportunity and we are pleased that Anne Eaton, University of Illinois-Chicago, will represent us. For the one-week Rutgers Summer Institute for Diversity in Philosophy, we are sponsoring one guest speaker. From six applicants, we selected Jane Forsey, University of Winnipeg, to in the profession but also introduces promising undergraduate students to aesthetics. We hope to continue supporting these diversity initiatives in the coming years.
The ASA Diversity Committee has just announced a competition for $5,000 awards to develop curriculum modules that could be used in teaching aesthetics. Up to three awards each year for the next three years are anticipated.
Using New Means of Communication and Technology to Promote Aesthetics
Our four in-person meetings each year are successful and popular, and we will continue those. But we understand that many members
We are exploring additional means of dissemination and communication. As noted, we are funding streaming video from the Australian conference in 2017. We have awarded a grant for an on-line aesthetics conference in 2016; if it is successful, we will consider making this an annual event. ASA funded the start-up costs for the popular blog, Aesthetics for Birds, developed by Christy Mag Uidhir at the University of Houston. We also approved funding for an ASA member to develop aesthetics content for the new Wi-Phi site.
Responding to Changes in the Profession
The traditional professoriate is changing, with increasing reliance on adjuncts, lecturers, visiting professors, on-line teaching, and outsourced instruction. We can try to push back, as others are trying, but the changes are major and likely to continue. I regularly talk with people who love the arts and aesthetics, but have no expectation of -tions enjoyed. Is there a place for them in the ASA? I believe there is, but we need to focus on what we might do to adapt. I hope we can provide information and incentive on using aesthetics education in years of my own career in non-traditional positions, I know these jobs can be rewarding in many ways and also make good use of formal academic training. I am talking with many people about ideas for conferences that reach out to non-traditional audiences with events on evenings and weekends when they can attend and with content that connects with their interests. Should we be trying to add more streaming video to our events? Will on-line conferences and blogs be of interest? Let me hear your ideas and let's see what works in this uncharted territory. Do you have ideas for promoting any of these goals? Let us know. The Board does business year-round by e-mail and we can review your proposal at any time. Please review the guidelines for Major Grants on the web site and send me a draft of your project idea.
75th Anniversary of the ASA
Our 75th anniversary will be in 2017. The editors of JAAC have already announced an exciting schedule of special publications. We hope everyone will share your ideas for how to commemorate this event throughout the year.
It's been a busy year so far and it will only get busier. I have enjoyed talking with many ASA members at our meetings in the past year and look forward to hearing from many more of you with your ideas on where the ASA should head in the coming years.
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